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Over the last 35 years many adaptive traffic signal control systems have been 
developed presenting alternative strategies to improve traffic signal operations. 
However, less than 1% of all traffic signals in the United States are controlled by 
adaptive systems today. The extensive infrastructure necessary including reliable 
communication and complex calibration leads to a time consuming and costly process. 
In addition, the most recent National Traffic Signal Report Card indicated an overall 
grade of D for the nation’s traffic signal control and operations. Recent economic 
adversity adds to the already difficult task of proactively managing aged signal timing 
plans. 
Therefore, in an attempt to escape the status quo, a flow based adaptive split 
signal control model is presented, having the principal objective of updating the split 
table based solely on real-time traffic conditions and without disrupting coordination. 
Considering the available typical traffic signal control infrastructure in cities today, a 
non centralized system is proposed, directed to the improvement of National Electrical 
Manufacturers Association (NEMA) based systems that are compliant with the 
National Transportation Communications for Intelligent Transportation System 
Protocol (NTCIP) standards. The approach encompasses the User Datagram Protocol 
(UDP) for system communication allowing an external agent to gather flow 
information directly from a traffic signal controller detector status and use it to better 
allocation of phase splits.  
The flow based adaptive split signal control was not able to consistently yield 
significant lower average vehicle delay than a full actuated signal controller when 
evaluated on an intersection operating a coordinated timing plan. However, the research 
proposes the ability of an external agent to seamless control a traffic signal controller 
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The effects of coordination timing plans at an individual intersection operating 
in unexpected traffic conditions can potentially produce unwanted and unnecessary 
delays. While vehicle actuated phases in a coordinated-actuated signal control system 
can partially address fluctuations in flow, an adaptive signal control system uses real-
time detection data to recognize fluctuations in demand and update timing parameters 
that will potentially benefit the performance of traffic. The problem lies in the 
extensive infrastructure necessary for the implementation of adaptive signal control 
systems along with the reliable communication and complex calibration needs. In 
addition, the added capability of adaptive signal control does not always ensure 
responsiveness, due to predictive modeling, calibration maintenance, frequency of 
updates and hardware limitations.   
Independent of what control system is being used, determining adequate split 
times (the time assigned to a phase during a cycle) can be challenging. If a split time is 
too long, other approaches may experience increased delays, while if a split time is too 
short, the demand may not be served. Time of day (TOD) scheduling attempts to 
address the recurrent variability of traffic but no account is taken of the fact that the 
cycle by cycle stochastic behavior is significant and unnecessary delay may be 
produced. Moreover, in coordinated systems, the constraints imposed by the traffic 
signal controller logic regulate unequally the ability of phases to reallocate unused time 
during a cycle, potentially producing unnecessary delay as well. 
Most metropolitan areas do not have the resources to re-time their signals 
regularly. The Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) deployment tracking database 
shows that few areas re-time their signals each year.  In fact, the Institute of 
Transportation Engineers (ITE) estimates that nearly 75 percent of all signals in the 
United States need to be re-timed. It has also been estimated that traffic experiences an 
additional 3% to 5% delay per year as a consequence of not retiming signals as 
conditions evolve over time [1]. 
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Therefore, the motivation for this research is to provide a less complex system 
with adaptive split capability as a means to adjust to both changing patterns over time 
and more importantly, the stochastic nature of traffic. The traffic signal controller 
constraints on reallocation of time among phases will be relaxed and split updates 
would occur every cycle if necessary, based on real-time flow data provided by stop bar 
presence detection without disruption of coordination caused by changing timing plans. 
The model free algorithm follows NTCIP (National Transportation Communications 
for Intelligent Transportation System Protocol) standard and is NEMA (National 
Electrical Manufacturers Association) standard compatible. The main idea of the 
research is to determine whether the use of the proposed flow based adaptive split 
system yields better performance than a full actuated coordinated system operating in 
an intersection with a coordinated timing plan. The hypothesis states that control logic 
lost time can be reallocated between phases in a manner to reduce average delay in the 
intersection. The research is structured to focus on cycle by cycle fluctuations that do 
not exceed the overall capacity of the intersection. 
The dissertation is developed in 6 Chapters. Following the introduction, Chapter 
2 presents the literature review and is followed by Chapter 3 documenting the 
experimental system. Chapter 4 develops the proposed flow-based adaptive split 
algorithm and Chapter 5 presents and discusses the results. Finally Chapter 6 concludes 







CHAPTER 2  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
According to the NTCIP (National Transportation Communications for 
Intelligent Transportation System Protocol) standard, split is the time in the cycle 
allocated to each phase. More specifically it is the summation of the green and yellow 
time plus the red clearance time (commonly known as all-red) or the summation of the 
green time plus the pedestrian walk and clearance times, whichever is greater. For this 
research, pedestrian times will not be included in green time calculations to allow the 
greatest flexibility in split adjustment. 
Coordination control strategies determine how splits are allocated and how 
demand is serviced.  In the 1970’s the Federal Highway Administration put forward a 
program called Urban Traffic Control Systems (UTCS) as part of a research project that 
aimed in developing and testing a variety of advanced control concepts and strategies 
[3]. The control strategies in the UTCS project are categorized into three generations. 
The First Generation Control (1-GC) uses offline calculation of signal timings in 
contrast to the online calculations presented on the Second and Third Control 
Generations. Adaptive control coordination represents the latter two control generations 
differentiating themselves mainly by the method of predicting traffic and the period 
after which timing plans are revised. The Second Generation Control (2-GC) predicts 
traffic from historic information and revises plans every 10 minutes while the Third 
Generation Control (3-GC) predicts traffic with smoothed current data and revises 
plans every 3 to 5 minutes.  
The following is a description of the functionality of splits for different control 
strategies in traditional (non UTCS) control systems: 
In fixed-time coordination, total split time is given to each movement every 
cycle regardless of changes in traffic conditions. Different coordination plans, 
including cycle, split and offset are calculated from historical data and implemented 
according to a time-of-day (TOD) schedule that identifies the time periods when the 
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plans will be in operation. Fixed-time coordination is appropriate for areas where traffic 
demand is very predictable. Detection is not necessary. 
In semi-actuated coordination, detection is provided to the non-coordinated 
phases (minor streets) and if necessary to pedestrian phases. The coordinated phase(s) 
will run its allotted split time every cycle, regardless of demand. The splits for the non-
coordinated phases will only be served upon request during the permissive periods. 
Permissive period is a time period during which the controller unit is allowed to leave 
the coordinated phase(s) to go to other phases. Once served, the non-coordinated 
phases will time a pre-determined minimum green. After that, the green time can be 
extended according to demand up to a limit (dependant on force-off mode). Unused 
time during the cycle will ultimately be given to the “front” of the coordinated phase(s) 
causing what is known as “early return to green”. Different pre-determined 
coordination plans are implemented according to a time-of-day (TOD) schedule. Semi-
actuated operation is best suited for locations with low volume minor street traffic.  
In full-actuated coordination, detection is provided to all phases and pedestrian 
phases. Non-coordinated phases will run their splits just like in semi-actuated 
coordination, giving any unused time during the cycle to the “front” of the coordinated 
phase(s). Coordinated phase(s), on the other hand, will benefit from an “actuated 
permissive period” at the “back” of the split green, when detection is monitored and 
green time is extended if demand exists or, the coordinated phase(s) terminates and 
unused green time is available to serviceable non-coordinated phases. Different pre-
determined coordination plans are implemented according to a time-of-day (TOD) 
schedule. Full-actuated coordination is appropriate for intersections with less 
predictable volume on all approaches. 
In addition to the capabilities presented in the above control strategies, traffic-
responsive coordination monitors data from traffic detectors and, instead of time-of-day 
(TOD) scheduling, different pre-determined coordination plans are automatically 
selected to best suit current conditions. Usually volume and/or occupancy data is 
processed to calculate parameters that are compared to thresholds. Expertise is 
necessary to determine a set of fine tuned plans and thresholds to accommodate 
everyday traffic as well as benefit from unusual traffic occurrences such as incidents, 
extreme weather, sporting events, construction, etc. Traffic responsive plan selection 
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(TRPS) only selects a timing plan to operate and does not make changes to the splits or 
any parameters, for that matter, specified in the timing plan. 
Adaptive control coordination consists of a higher level of control than traffic-
responsive coordination because the real-time data collected through detection is not 
used to match current conditions to an existing plan, but rather an optimal timing plan 
is computed to accommodate fluctuations in demand. Areas with high rate of growth 
would potentially benefit from adaptive control coordination because timing plans 
would not need to be updated frequently. 
2.1    Adaptive Traffic Control Systems 
The main objective of adaptive traffic control systems is to readily recognize 
fluctuations in demand and implement the strategy that would best achieve the desired 
performance objective. The infrastructure necessary usually includes an extensive 
detection system to monitor traffic in real-time and gather accurate and comprehensive 
data. A reliable communications system is usually needed to collect and feed the data 
between intersections, regional and central computers. Due to calibration and the need 
of operational expertise, it is known that making adaptive control function properly is 
more of an art than science [4]. Most adaptive systems use traffic models to predict 
vehicular movements, estimate platoons arrivals, estimate queue size and evaluate 
alternative traffic control strategies. Adjustment of split, cycle and offset is determined 
by the evaluation of different performance metrics at individual intersections or system-
wide. Typical performance metrics may be to minimize delay, to minimize stops, to 
minimize queue, to increase throughput and to maximize green band among others. 
In 1963, Miller [5] described an algorithm for adjusting signal timings in small 
time intervals of 1 to 2 seconds. It was the beginning of the adaptive signal control 
concept. A decision to be made was whether to extend the current green duration or 
terminate it immediately. The algorithm calculated the difference in vehicle-seconds of 
delay between the gain made during an extension and the loss in the cross street 
resulting from that extension. 
Rosdolsky [6] introduced a mathematical method for adaptive on-line signal 
program computation. The objective was to minimize number of stops. An algorithm 
was developed to advance green sufficiently to release the queue before the arrival of a 
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platoon. The green time necessary for the platoon to pass the intersection was also 
calculated.  
In the 1970´s, two of the most popular adaptive traffic control systems were 
developed: SCATS (Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System) [3, 7, 8, 9] and 
SCOOT (Split Cycle Offset Optimization Technique) [3, 10, 11, 12]. Both systems 
have evolved considerably. They have different operational philosophies with strengths 
and weaknesses. SCATS and SCOOT have to be back fitted to the NEMA (National 
Electrical Manufacturers Association) ring and barrier structure from the foreign stage 
based structure.  
This research focuses on improving existing NEMA based systems and on 
adjustment of splits. Therefore, the review of the literature on adaptive systems is 
primarily related to how splits were calculated.  
2.1.1 SCATS 
Developed in Australia, SCATS is a reactive adaptive traffic control system. To 
adjust phase splits, SCATS uses a split plan library that is calculated by an off line 
computer program when the system is set up. Each plan determines the percentage of 
time that can be added to or reduced from each phase (up to 4% in each cycle). For 
every cycle, the degree of saturation is calculated for each plan using data from the last 
cycle. The plan that results in the best arrangement to maintain equal degree of 
saturation on critical approaches is selected. To calculate degree of saturation (the ratio 
of effectively used green time to the total available green time), SCATS uses stop bar 
detection to measure the space time between vehicles as they pass through each 
intersection. Unused green time is space time greater than or less than the daily 
calibrated standard space time at maximum flow. Minimum splits are user definable 
and maximum splits are limited by cycle length and minimum requirements of other 
phases. Split plan voting is carried out at the critical intersection. Minor intersections 
splits are controlled by the critical intersection. Phase splits can be biased to favor 
principle traffic movements when demand approaches saturation.  
2.1.2  SCOOT 
Developed in United Kingdom SCOOT is a proactive adaptive traffic control 
system. To adjust splits, SCOOT uses advance arrival information from upstream 
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detectors to predict whether it is better to terminate the stage a few seconds earlier, a 
few seconds later, or as planned. The prediction takes place 5 seconds prior to each 
stage change. The split optimizer implements the decision that will minimize the 
maximum degree of saturation on all approaches to that intersection. Degree of 
saturation is “the ratio of the average flow to the maximum flow which can be passed 
through the intersection from the particular approach” [10]. For this calculation, 
account is taken of minimum safety timings, current estimates of queue lengths and of 
any congestion on the approaches to the junction. The SCOOT traffic model calculates 
the current degree of saturation at each signal stop bar. The “Temporary” changes of up 
to plus or minus 4 seconds are made to the green durations to take account of the cycle-
by-cycle random variations in traffic flow. For such a temporary change, a smaller 
‘permanent’ change of plus or minus 1 second is made to the stored values of green 
durations in the following cycle. SCOOT controls the exact green time of every phase 
on a traffic controller by sending “hold” and “force-off” commands to the controller. 
Split weighting can be used to favor principle traffic movements. 
Garbacz [4] pointed out some weaknesses of the above adaptive traffic control 
systems. Since SCATS uses stop line detection it only knows what the demand was in 
the last cycle. Consequently, when a sudden, but short lived increase in traffic occurs in 
one approach, for example, SCATS is not able to increase the green time fast enough. 
By the time the green was increased for the approach the demand has dropped. With 
SCOOT, the system is trying to reduce queues, stops and delays in an entire signalized 
network. When one approach to an intersection is heavily saturated and the other 
approaches have light demand, the degree of saturation of the entire intersection is low 
causing the cycle length also to be low. When this happens, the cycle length may not be 
long enough to provide enough green time on the saturated approach to keep up with 
demand. By the same token, adaptive control is not always going to provide the 
progression everyone expects along an arterial. The author concluded that “adaptive 
control works best in demanding situations were minimal constraints are placed on the 
system’s ability to adjust signal timings”. He also noted that long pedestrian phases 
limit the ability of adaptive control to optimize signal operation. 
Dey et al [13] suggested implementation results for SCATS being in the order 
of 6.6% to 32% reduction in travel time (average 7.8%); up to 28% reduction in delay; 
and up to 42% reduction in stops. The author also acknowledged results for SCOOT in 
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the order of 8% reduction in travel time; 22% reduction in delay; and 17% reduction in 
stops. 
More recently, the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) and 
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has encouraged the development and 
deployment of US adaptive signal systems including OPAC (Optimized Policies for 
Adaptive Control) [3, 14, 15, 16] RHODES (Real-Time Hierarchical Optimized 
Distributed and Effective System) [3, 17, 18, 19] and ACS-LITE (Adaptive Control 
Software – Lite) [3, 20, 21, 22].  
2.1.3 OPAC 
Developed at the University of Massachusetts, Lowell, OPAC is a proactive 
adaptive traffic control system. To adjust splits, OPAC calculates a flow profile for 
each approach over a user specified period of time (the rolling horizon concept). The 
beginning or head portion of the flow profile is obtained from upstream detectors 
counts. The tail part of the flow profile is predicted for near future using smoothed 
historical volume counts. A performance index of total intersection delay and stops for 
every possible signal switching pattern is then calculated. Dynamic programming 
techniques are used to minimize the performance measures. The signal switching 
combination with the best performance index (less delay and stops) is then considered 
to be the optimal solution. A decision is then made whether to terminate the current 
phase or extend it by one interval (1 or 2 seconds). The dynamic optimization process 
is carried out continuously to ensure that the signal control is always up-to-date. The 
duration of a phase is never pre-specified. It depends solely on the prevailing traffic 
flow conditions. For coordination, OPAC utilizes the Virtual Fixed Cycle (VFC) 
concept allowing the cycle time to start or terminate within a flexible range at each 
intersection. OPAC controls the exact green time of every phase on a traffic controller 
by sending “hold” and “force-off” commands to the controller. 
2.1.4 RHODES  
Developed at the University of Arizona, RHODES is a proactive adaptive traffic 
control system. At the highest level of its hierarchy (Dynamic Network Loading), 
RHODES captures characteristics of traffic and estimates the load on each particular 
link in vehicles per hour. At the Network Flow Control level, RHODES allocates 
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approximate green time to each phase based on the load estimates. It is at the 
Intersection Control level that RHODES optimizes phase sequence and the actual phase 
start and end times using a dynamic programming algorithm based on the predicted 
vehicles arrivals from upstream detectors. A rolling horizon approach is used. A 
decision of allocating time to a phase has an associated value based on a performance 
measure such as total number of stops, maximum queue length and total delay. The 
value of the performance measure is determined by using the predicted vehicle arrivals, 
the current and prior decisions, and an imbedded traffic flow model that accounts for 
estimated queues, startup lost time, queue discharge and arrivals, as well as other traffic 
dynamics that relate the decision to the performance measure. A target phase evaluation 
order is provided to COP (Controlled Optimization of Phases).The dynamic program 
evaluates the value of the performance measure for each phase for the pre-determined 
rolling horizon time. A decision is then taken to determine the sequence of phases (if 
variable phase sequence is allowed) and phase durations that will result in the lowest 
value of the performance measure over the optimization horizon. RHODES continually 
re-solves its planned phase timings, every 5 seconds, to adapt to the most recent 
information. Stop-bar presence detection is necessary to control and adjust queue 
predictions. RHODES set the exact duration of each phase by sending “hold” and 
“force-off” commands to the controller. 
2.1.5 ACS-LITE 
ACS-LITE is a reactive adaptive traffic control system. To adjust phase splits, 
ACS-LITE uses stop-bar detection to collect occupancy data. The occupancy data is 
correlated to phase intervals and ACS-LITE develops phase utilization data for each 
phase determining how much of the available green time is being used. The phase 
utilization data is averaged for several cycles (usually 3 to 5 cycles). ACS-LITE then 
modifies the split parameters to adapt the performance of the system for oversaturated 
phases. The objective is to balance the degree of saturation on all approaches. Degree of 
saturation is the ratio of the averaged used green time to the averaged available green 
time. Coordinated phases can guarantee extra green time by addition of a bias to the 
algorithm. The split adjustments on ACS-LITE are executed on each controller 
independently. Each split optimization step occurs not earlier than the period necessary 
to time 3 cycles plus a minimum of 5 minutes. The system changes the splits and 
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offsets only a small amount (2-5 seconds) [20]. It has also been deemed undesirable for 
ACS-LITE to remotely apply Hold, Omit, or Force-Off controls to each controller, 
because this option is not robust during intervals of unreliable communications [22]. 
The gap-out and force-off logic of the controller works normally with the updated 
parameters. 
Other systems known to be operational but not widely used are ALLONS-D 
(Adaptive Limited-Look Ahead Optimization of Network Signals - Decentralized), 
ATSAC (Automated Traffic Surveillance and Control), IN-SYNC Traffic Adaptive 
System, ITACA (Intelligent Traffic Adaptive Control Area), MOTION (Method for the 
Optimization of Traffic Signals in On-line controlled Networks), MOVA 
(Microprocessor Optimized Vehicle Actuation), PRODYN, RTACL (Real-Time 
Traffic Adaptive Control Logic), SPOT / UTOPIA (System for Priority and 
Optimization of Traffic / Urban Traffic Optimization by Integrated Automation) and 
TACOS (Traffic Adaptive Control for Oversaturated Isolated Intersections). 
Fehon [23] summarized the application of adaptive control in US up to 2004.  
The author introduced the successful installation of adaptive signals (e.g. SCAT and 
SCOOT) in other countries, and the FHWA sponsored research. The author pointed out 
three main obstacles that hold back traffic engineers in the United States from using 
adaptive signals. First, the traffic engineers either paid little attention to the issue or did 
not believe the claimed benefits of adaptive signals. The second and the third were the 
practical institutional and financial issues. The author appealed that US traffic 
engineers need a shift in attitude from the current signal control patterns and should be 
open minded to accept adaptive control system. 
2.2    Adaptive Traffic Control Features in Signal Controllers 
Software 
Some of today’s traffic controllers make available the “Adaptive Split” feature 
that automatically seeks the most advantageous split possible for all non-coordinated 
phases. Coordinated phases are not adjusted. Coordination Adaptive Split (CAS) and 
Critical Intersection Control (CIC) (found respectively on the SIEMENS Eagle EPAC 
300 Actuated Signal Control Software [24] and on the Naztec TS2 2070 signal 
controller software [25]) is achieved by monitoring the termination of each non-
coordinated phase and determining whether the phase gapped out or was forced off. If 
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for two consecutive cycles a phase gapped out with over one second left in its allotted 
green time, it is a candidate for a decrease in its split. If for two consecutive cycles a 
phase was forced off it is a candidate for an increase in its split. At the end of each 
cycle, the supply/demand situation is examined and, if possible, the splits of impacted 
phases are changed. A phase can lose one second after it gaps out twice in a row and an 
additional one second for each successive gap out, down to its specified minimum 
green. On the other hand, a phase can receive one second after two consecutive force 
offs and an additional second for each successive force off. There is no theory behind 
the choice of one second increments or number of gap outs and force-offs. The 
approach is not considered robust as occupancy is not directly related to flow rate [27].  
Sunkari et al [28] pointed out that the adaptive split feature is useful for 
reclaiming some of the “unused” time in the cycle that normally goes back to the 
coordinated phase. Engelbreht et al [29] warned that coordination modes and force-off 
modes will impact the functionality of the adaptive split feature and a “maximum 
recall” on any phase will disable it. 
The Advanced System Controller Series 3 (ASC/3) manufactured by Econolite 
Control Products Inc [26] present a similar “Adaptive Split” feature called “Direct 
Split” allowing the operator to select which following phase or phases receive any 
unused split time from a phase. The operator can select up to two phases to direct this 
unused time. The first preference phase is qualified to determine if the time will be 
directed to this phase. If the first preference phase does not qualify, or if it does not 
need the directed split time, a second preference phase is qualified. If neither of the two 
preference phases qualify or does not use the unused time, it will be added to the 
coordinated phase. The coordinated options must be programmed to floating force-offs. 
No further information on qualification or necessity rules is provided in the literature.  
2.3 Additional Experiments with Adaptive Control Systems 
There are several computational intelligence based techniques that have been 
applied for the designing of real-time traffic signal controllers, such as fuzzy logic 
system (FLS), neural networks (NN) and genetic algorithms. 
Chiu and Chand [30] applied the fuzzy logic controller to adjust the signal 
timing parameters at a given intersection considering the local traffic conditions and the 
signal timing parameters at adjacent intersections. The author used fuzzy decision rules 
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to adjust the splits based only on local information of the degree of saturation. The 
amount of change in the timing parameters during each cycle was limited to a small 
fraction of the current parameters in order to ensure a smooth transition. 
Priyono et al [31] proposed the application of two-stage neural network in real-
time adaptive traffic signal control capable of analyzing the traffic scene detected by 
video surveillance, process the data and by means of a fuzzy-genetic model estimate 
the objective values in the optimization process with iterative adjustment of signal 
parameters. 
Park and Chang [32] used a simple event based simulation program of vehicle 
arrivals and departure times to explore adaptive signal control under perfect knowledge 
in vehicle arrivals. A Genetic Algorithm was utilized for the development of the signal 
timing plans. It was shown that the marginal benefit of adaptive signal control increases 
up to a certain volume level and then decreases. 
Owen and Stallard [33] developed a control strategy denominated GASCAP 
(Generalized Adaptive Signal Control Algorithm Project) that uses queue estimates and 
a rule-based algorithm for effective distributed adaptive signal control of traffic 
networks. The signal control logic consists of a set of rules for uncongested control and 
an algorithm that creates a fixed time plan for congested control. 
Diakaki et al [34] presented the TUC (Traffic Urban Control) strategy. Based on 
a store-and-forward modeling of the urban network traffic and using the linear-
quadratic regulatory theory, the design of TUC leads to a multivariate regulator for 
traffic-responsive coordinated network-wide signal control that is particularly suitable 
also for saturated traffic conditions. Real-time decisions in TUC cannot be taken more 
frequently than at the maximum employed signal cycle. The strategy will need to be 
redesign in case of modifications and expansions of the controlled network. 
Wunderlich et al [35] proposed an algorithm for scheduling signal phases at an 
isolated intersection so as to maximize traffic throughput while minimizing the average 
latency experienced by the traversing vehicles. A maximal weight matching algorithm 
is used to determine phase sequence and allocate green time considering queue sizes at 




2.4    Traffic Monitoring and Data Collection 
The infrastructure necessary to accommodate adaptive traffic signal control 
usually includes a vast detection system that monitors traffic in real-time and gather 
accurate and comprehensive data. The most widely used detection technologies include 
inductive loops, video and RTMS (Remote Traffic Microwave Sensor). Vehicle counts 
with stop bar presence detectors are possible with either inductive loops or video 
detection [36] that analyzes the inductive waveform of vehicles passing over a large 
presence detection zone, providing a short contact closure every time a vehicle is 
counted. Smaglik [37] assessed the accuracy of the inductive loop count detectors. 
Vehicle counting through presence detection has the added benefit of maintaining 
safety to the intersection. With presence detection, a call is placed for the duration of 
time that the vehicle occupies the detector, as opposed to a short 100ms blip as in pulse 
detection. The ability to obtain real-time flow rates offers the potential for controllers to 
monitor the operating efficiency of vehicle phases and identify inefficient use of green 
time. RTMS does not operate well as stop bar detection. [27]. 
Smaglik et all [38] proposed using vehicle counts with stop bar detection to 
develop real-time flow rate information to estimate real-time volume-to-capacity (v/c) 
ratios as well as to evaluate the performance of an intersection over a period of time. 
Video data was recorded concurrently with count detector status, binned in one minute 
intervals and compared; yielding satisfactory results. 
Smaglik et all [39] developed an integrated general purpose data collection 
module that time stamps detector and phase state changes within a NEMA actuated 
traffic signal controller and uses the data to assess phase capacity utilization and served 
volume on a cycle-by-cycle basis.  
Luyanda et al [22] mentioned that phase timing data available from signal 
systems can vary substantially. At best, second-by-second returns of phase status (red, 
yellow and green) are available for all phases using AB3418 (California Assembly Bill 
3418) [40]. At worst, the phase timing data is available for all phases once per minute. 
Other systems can report phase termination reasons in cyclic measures of effectiveness 
(MOE) reports every 5 to 15 min (based on user configuration). 
Despite research and development of a wide range of traffic signal control 
strategies, deployment of advanced systems has lingered due to financial limitations of 
public authorities and by the concern over changing to the non-established and non-
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field proven but potentially better system. Therefore the idea of a simple, non-intrusive 





CHAPTER 3  
THE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 
 
Without the ability to test the proposed algorithm on live traffic flows due to 
obvious safety concerns, it becomes necessary to use computers to simulate traffic 
flows in order to facilitate testing and the evaluation process. Additionally, actuated 
traffic signal controllers typically lack the ability to bin flow data in a cycle by cycle 
manner. Nonetheless, available Ethernet capability allows real-time status data to be 
extracted from the NEMA TS2 signal controller being used. Therefore, cycle by cycle 
flow data is available through external data processing software allowing for real-time 
processing of information back and forward to the signal controller. The following is a 
detailed presentation of the system architecture, the data management and 
communication and a description of the modeled intersection characteristics.   
3.1    System Architecture 
A hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation is used to implement and evaluate the 
proposed algorithm. The system architecture is shown in Figure 1. A computer runs a 
traffic simulator with signal phases being controlled by an actual traffic signal 
controller. Data collected from the traffic signal controller feed the control algorithm 
that, when necessary, update signal timing splits back to the signal controller.   
3.1.1 Traffic Simulator 
The traffic simulation environment is running VISSIM (Verkehr In Staedten 
SIMulation) which is a time-step microscopic multi-modal traffic simulator with user 
friendly controls over all aspects of the network, such as geometrics, vehicle type, 
driver behavior, intersection control, vehicular volume inputs and statistical data 
collection. VISSIM is running with default parameters and the Wiedemann 74 Car 
Following Model which is mainly suitable for urban traffic. The software was 




















Figure 1 - System architecture for a hardware-in-the-loop simulation (1-Computer, 
2-Traffic Simulator, 3-Controller Interface Device, 4-Traffic Signal Controller, 5-Communication 




3.1.2 Traffic Signal Controller 
The Advanced System Controller Series 3 (ASC/3-2100) manufactured by 
Econolite Control Products Inc. is used to control the intersection signal phases 
presented in the simulation layout. The ASC/3 is a NEMA TS2 standard controller as 
well as NTCIP standard compliant. 
 Common coordination parameters were input in the appropriate plans and tables 
provided in the signal controller software. These values work as initial settings. Figure 
2 illustrates the common initial signal timing to be used and Figure 3 demonstrates its 
application on the ASC/3 controller along with the selection of phases 2 and 6 as the 
coordinated phases. The offset value is set to zero. Yellow is set to 3 seconds and red 
clearance is set to 2 seconds. The controller is set to MAX INHIBIT, allowing the 
coordinator phase split to control the time a phase is allowed to be green in any 
coordination pattern. The transition method is set to SMOOTH according to NTCIP 
1202 2.5.2 integer 3. The offset reference point is LEAD, referencing the start of the 
local dial to the start of the first-coordinated phase green. There is no actuated 
permissive period on the coordinated phase to avoid disruption of coordination when 
the new split table is updated during the yellow period of the coordinated phase. The 
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Figure 3 - ASC/3 controller application of the common initial signal timing 
3.1.3 Algorithm Software 
An external logic control method implements the algorithm using MATLAB®. 
MATLAB® is a high-level technical computing language and interactive environment 
for algorithm development, data visualization, data analysis, and numeric computation.  
3.1.4 Data Management and Communication 
An important step on the hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation is managing 
data and guaranteeing appropriate communication between entities. First, in order for 
the traffic simulator to interact with the traffic signal controller in a synchronous 
manner a controller interface device is necessary. Then, management of the data and 
communication between the algorithm and the signal controller will follow several 
protocol standards (NTCIP, TMP, and UDP) as described below. 
3.1.5 Controller Interface Device 
The Advanced Traffic Analysis Center’s Controller Interface Device (ATACid) 
[41] was developed to interface a NEMA TS 2 (2003) compliant traffic controller with 
a personal computer running a traffic simulation model (VISSIM in this case) to 
perform hardware-in-the-loop simulation (HILS). The ATACid keeps track of phase 
data, and can update the controller via SDLC (Synchronous Data Link Control) cable 
with detector information received from VISSIM over its Ethernet connection. To 
allow for accurate time synchronization, provisions have been developed for holding its 
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responses until the traffic controller has passed one real-time second. Therefore, this 
device is well suited for controller testing and real-time hardware-in-the-loop. 
Before setting up the ATACid, the ASC/3 controller needs to be properly 
configured. Under SDLC option (MM-1-4-1), as shown in Figure 4, appropriate 
Terminal & Facility (T&F) and Detector Bus Interface Units (BIUs) should be turned 
on (typically 1-4 for both devices), so that, ASC/3 controller can read and set virtual 
detectors in VISSIM. The last step needed to set up the ASC/3 controller is to go under 
SDLC option (MM-1-4-2), as shown in Figure 5, and make sure that all of the channels 
are disabled. Therefore, the controller will not compare its programming with the 
MMU Program.  
The next step in is to connect the ATACid and a computer with a RS232 “Null 
modem” serial cable, needed for setup purposes only. The SerUpdt.exe program as 
shown in Figure 6 is used for configuration. It is necessary to select the proper COM 
port to establish a communication between the computer and the ATACid. Since the 
ATACid is connected to the computer directly via crossover cable, manual mode is 
chosen instead of DHCP because of the direct connection. After choosing manual 
mode, pressing the retrieve button will show the detailed information on the ATACid, 





























Those items should be set the same as the computer’s, except for the IP address. 
However, both of the IP addresses have to be within the same section, which means 
only the last 3 digits can be different. Otherwise, they cannot be visible to each other. 
Lastly, the Port number is set to be 2822, the default one.  
The next procedure is to test the connection between the ATACid and the 
computer using the CIDLink Interface, as shown in Figure 7. Under the “connection” 
menu of the CIDLink, IP address and Port have to be exactly the same as in the 
previous step. The connection will be set up after pressing “run” under the 
“connection” menu. Ideally, if the communications are successful, the number of 
packets transmitted (Packets Tx) should equal the number of packets received (Packets 
Rx). Detectors can be checked by pressing the virtual detectors under the signal heads 
in the CIDLink software. If the ASC/3 controller exactly reflects what the CIDLink 
indicates while testing the detectors, the computer and the ASC/3 controller are 
communicating successfully.  
The last procedure is to copy several interface files to the VISSIM directory and 
to the working directory so that VISSIM can communicate to the ASC/3 controller via 
the ATACid.  It is necessary to copy four DLL files, MSVCP71D.dll, MSVCR71D.dll,  
 
 




SC_DLL1.3.dll, and SC_DLL1.3.wtt files into the VISSIM\exe directory. The files 
ATAC1.pua and TS2.vap need to be copied to the working directory, where the project 
is located. These files allow VISSIM to treat the ATACid as a Vehicle Actuated Signal 
Control (VAP). The IP address and the port number in the file ATAC1.pua needs to 
match the ATACid IP address and Port number. In VISSIM, the signal control type 
under the “Signal control” menu needs to be changed to “VAP”. These procedures are 
shown in Figures 8 and 9.  The simulations should run at maximum speed and a 
resolution of 10 time steps per simulation second should be used. It is very important to 
notice that a CIDLink should not communicate simultaneously to an ATACid that is 














3.2    Protocol Standards 
3.2.1 National Transportation Communications for Intelligent Transportation 
System Protocol (NTCIP) 
DeVoe and Wall [42] explained that in the past, each manufacturer of 
microprocessor based traffic controllers either developed or adopted a different, 
proprietary protocol for data communications. Extensive integration projects were 
necessary to incorporate different systems and to communicate between systems 
operated by adjacent agencies. NTCIP provides common standards for protocols that 
can be used by all manufacturers and system developers. A communication protocol 
defines a set of rules for messaging and how to encode the data contained in those 
messages for transmission between electronic devices. The NTCIP establishes the rules 
that allow bytes, characters, and strings to be organized into messages that are 
understandable by other NTCIP compliant devices. Therefore, NTCIP is a 
communication standard for transmitting data and messages between microcomputer 
controlled devices used in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). 
3.2.2 Transportation Management Protocol (TMP) 
The Transportation Management Protocol (TMP) [43] is a composition of three 
distinct protocols all providing nearly identical services, but designed to meet different 
data exchanges and processing requirements. The three component protocols are as 
follows: 
- Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP); 
- Simple Fixed Message Protocol (SFMP); 
- Simple Transportation Management Protocol (STMP); 
The information exchanged by all three protocols is in accordance with NTCIP. 
The TMP was carefully designed to provide 100% interoperability with the Internet-
standard SNMP, but extends this protocol structure to provide for additional 
requirements of the transportation environment. STMP will be used in this project, but 




3.2.2.1 Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) 
DeVoe and Wall [42] explained that SNMP is typically applied to managing 
network devices. Network management systems contain two primary elements: a 
manager and agents. The manager represents the traffic controller in NTCIP. Agents 
can be management centers, for example. Contained within the traffic controller are 
managed objects, or variables, that contain parameters that directly relate to the current 
operation of the intersection. These objects are arranged in a virtual information 
database called a management information base, or MIB. SNMP allows managers to 
communicate their MIB to agents for the purpose of accessing these objects. SNMP 
provides the means for retrieval and modification of information by using a get-set 
paradigm to exchange individual pieces of data (object). The exchange of data between 
the manager (traffic controller) and the agent (MATLAB®) will be provided by the 
ASC/3 SNMP Client management station by sending each object identifier along with a 
get or set request. Each object has a name, syntax and encoding. The name, an object 
identifier (OID), uniquely identifies the object.  
3.2.2.2 Simple Transportation Management Protocol (STMP) and Dynamic 
Objects 
STMP is a simplified more compact version of SNMP. It has been designed to 
work with dynamic objects or block objects defined by the agent. This has the benefit 
of providing the management station with the flexibility required to define its 
messages. NTCIP dictates that up to 13 dynamic objects can be defined within the 
traffic controller and a sequence of 255 object identifier (OID) can be included in each 
dynamic object. Data packets can be largely reduced because there is no need to 
include object identifiers overheads since the transportation objects are under the same 
NEMA node (1.3.6.1.4.1.1206). The advantage of this approach is that it improves the 
polling frequency and reduces the communication bandwidth. 
 
Accessing ASC/3 MIB by STMP 
Liu [46] describe the problem concerning the deficit of low polling frequency of 
SNMP communication, and proposes a dynamic object configuration in Simple 
Transportation Management Protocol (STMP) which is able to speed up the polling 




As in SNMP, the exchange of data between the manager (traffic controller) and 
the agent (MATLAB®) will be provided by the ASC/3 Client management station by 
sending each object identifier along with a get or set request (as shown in Figure 10). 
Eleven dynamic objects containing object identifier (OID) information for two detector 
groups, system cycle time and individual phase split times have been configured for 
this project beforehand. In other words, initially the user defines what information will 
be needed from and what information will be sent to the ASC/3 controller. This is done 
through the ASC/3 Client management station that sends commands to the controller to 
declare how the dynamic objects will be build. The structure of the dynamic object is 
then stored in the controller.  Ultimately, this communication mechanism allows the 
MATLAB® algorithm to continuously get detector information as well as system cycle 













The following are the configuration steps to define dynamic object 1. Due to 
problems encountered during the update process of the split table it was chosen to 
define one dynamic object for each individual split instead of one dynamic object with 
eight different object identifiers. The configuration steps to define dynamic objects 2-
11 can be found in Appendix A. 
 
Dynamic Object 1 - Detectors for phases 1-8 
 
Action: Clearing any existing definition 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.1 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 3  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Under creation 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.1 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 2  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Naming the dynamic object 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.1.1 – dynObjConfigOwner 
Value: Detector1  
Object Type: String 
 
Action: Selecting the object identifier 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.1.1.3.1.1 – dynObjVariable 
Value: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.1.2.4.1.2.1 
Object Type: OID 
 
Action: Validating 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.1.1 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 1  
Object Type: Integer 
 
3.2.3 User Datagram Protocol (UDP) 
The UDP/IP Internet Transport Profile is used in this project for system 
communications between the algorithm and traffic signal controller, as defined in 
NTCIP 2022. It incorporates placing the data stream into an UDP datagram and then 
placing the UDP datagram into an IP packet. An IP defines the location of a device on a 
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network. Because message arbitration could clutter network communication lines given 
only one communication channel, the Internet protocol standard provides up to 65535  
 
Figure 11 - ASC/3 Ethernet port configuration 
 
channels, known as ports, for devices to communicate [42]. SNMP typically uses port 
161 and for STMP communications, the NTCIP standard specifies that all 
communications be directed on port 501. Figure 11 shows the Ethernet port 
configuration for the ASC/3 controller. 
 
3.3    Geometric Design 
Figure 12 illustrates the intersection modeled in the VISSIM traffic simulator. 
This is a four approach intersection with two through movement lanes, with one of 
them shared with the right turning movement. The right turning movement volume is 
set to be 20% of the total through movement volume. The left turning movement 
volume is variable and is described in Chapter 5. Platoon arrivals for the coordinated 
phases were not considered in this initial setup. There is a 100m left turning lane for 
each approach to avoid immediate blocking of the through movement. All approaches 
are 1000 meters long to ensure that arriving traffic is distributed properly, and that 
vehicles do not build up at the inputs of the network. Each phase in this intersection is 
labeled according to the NEMA (National Electrical Manufacturers Association) 
convention. Each lane received a 54 ft detection zone with four 6 ft x 6 ft loop detectors 




Figure 12 - Typical intersection 
 
the stop bar and is used for counting purposes. It is important to notice that the flow-
based adaptive split signal control system can be deployed with a different detector 
configuration as long as it includes the stop bar detection for counting purposes. The 
posted speed limit is 45MPH for all approaches. There are no pedestrians on the system 




CHAPTER 4    
THE FLOW-BASED ADAPTIVE SPLIT ALGORITHM 
 
In coordinated systems, the constraints imposed by the traffic signal controller 
logic regulate unequally the ability of phases to reallocate unused time during a cycle, 
potentially producing unnecessary delay. Therefore, it is convenient to manipulate and 
update split tables in real-time giving any phase the opportunity to receive additional 
help to service demand. First, it is necessary to explore the concept of lost time during a 
cycle to understand the potential sources of unused time. Next, it is necessary to 
develop a strategy to capture any “slack” time and efficiently reallocate it in the cycle 
to potentially improve overall intersection conditions. 
4.1 The Concept of Lost Time  
Lost time is generally defined as the portion of time at the beginning of each 
green period (start-up lost time) and a portion of each yellow change plus red clearance 
period (clearance lost time) that is not usable by vehicles when demand is present. In 
this research, in more general terms, lost time is any available unused time during the 
cycle of a coordinated signal control that is not efficiently allocated to a phase to serve 
demand. A new interpretation of lost time is presented next, suggesting that there are 
two main sources that can potentially generate unused time in coordinated signal 
control systems. 
Control logic lost time is any potential unused time during the cycle caused by 
the controller functionality. It can be caused by different mechanisms necessary to 
ensure coordination (hold and force-offs), for example, or to ensure minimum green 
time or even to allow for a phase to gap-out (passage time). First, related to 
coordination issues, non-coordinated phases cannot benefit from any available unused 
time from the coordinated phase, except on a very specific case, when the coordinated 
phase is actuated after the yield point (actuated permissive period). Also, the control 
logic is very restrictive in permitting unused time to be exchanged between non-
coordinated phases (as demonstrated in the example provided in the next section). 
Then, it is not guaranteed that the minimum green time assigned to each phase during 
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each cycle will be efficiently used, therefore generating potential unused time, mainly 
because it is based on an allowance for uncertainty (excluding the case of pedestrian 
clearance times). Finally, the time necessary to allow a phase to gap-out (passage time) 
may not be efficiently used either, especially if the detection zone is not located 
upstream. Improved split control can potentially reduce control logic lost time.  
Driving behavior lost time is any potential unused time caused by the reaction of 
drivers to signal phase changes. It is the traditional start-up lost time or the time a 
driver takes to react to the initiation of the green phase and to accelerate. Clearance lost 
time is also a potential component of driving behavior lost time corresponding to a 
portion of each yellow change plus the red clearance period and is explained by drivers 
making different decisions on the onset of yellow at the ending stage of a phase. Due to 
its nature, driving behavior lost time exists but is not precisely quantified. Therefore it 
will have assumed values in this research based on common practice. 
4.1.1 Allocating Control Logic Lost Time 
Manipulating and updating split tables can be advantageous in reducing delay 
generated by control logic lost time. One specific example of addressing control logic 
lost time due to coordination issues is being able to provide extra time (when available) 
to any saturated phase in contrast to being restricted by the force-off logic of the 
controller. In other words, in a full-actuated coordinated system working with fixed 
force-off logic, a saturated phase will only receive time depending on its position in the 
ring and may not receive all the “slack” time available in the cycle due to constraints 
imposed by the logic. Figure 13 shows an example of a 80 seconds cycle with ring 1 
original splits and demonstrates how time is allocated in fixed force-off logic to the 
saturated phase 4, when phase 3 gaps out early, phase 1 has no demand and phase 2 is 
the coordinated phase. Figure 14 demonstrates the same example with the manipulation 
of the split table, where phase 4 receives a hypothetical potential “slack” time of 5 
additional seconds from phase 1, after calculation of the average traffic conditions for 
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Figure 14  - Allocation of potential “slack” time using Fixed Force-off plus the 




Therefore the split for phase 4 was increased from 20 seconds to 25 seconds, while the 
split for phase 1 was decreased by 5 seconds.  
Analysis of current control logic produces Table 1 where the process of 
receiving potential “slack” time from another phase on a typical dual ring configuration 
is presented. The advantage of manipulating the split table is the potential to allocate 
“slack” time to any phase. In contrast with current technology only one phase (the 
coordinated phase) has the chance to inherit all the potential “slack” time available. 
Likewise, phases immediately following the coordinated phase generally can not get 
any slack-time unless the coordinated phase is actuated, which is not common in 
practice. Wise redistribution of potential “slack” time with different phases receiving a 
portion of time is not possible in current typical controller logic. 
Following the same concept just presented is the ability to better control the 
“early return to green” phenomena. Early return to green is defined as the servicing of a 
coordinated phase in advance of its programmed begin time as a result of unused time 
from non-coordinated phases [2]. The drawback of the phenomena is the potential 
increase in system stops because of inefficient flow at downstream intersections. 
 
 
Table 1 - Potential allocation of time between phases in fixed force-off logic 
 
Potential "slack" time Can be utilized 
available from phase by phase
1 2
2 3 or 4 or 1 *
3 4 or 1 or 2
4 1 or 2
5 6
6 7or 8 or 5 *
7 8 or 5 or 6
8 5 or 6  








4.2 Control Algorithm Development 
The development of the flow-based adaptive split algorithm is based on HCM 
Quick Estimation Method (QEM) for critical movement analysis. Critical movement 
analysis is a simplified technique that has broad application for estimating phasing 
needs and is based on the basic fundamental principle that identifies the set of 
movements that cannot time concurrently and require the most time to serve demand.  
Initially, in order for the algorithm to capture any potential “slack” time it is 
necessary to know the flow rate for every approach lane during the cycle with data 
from stop bar detection. Comparing the individual lane’s actual flow rate volume to an 
assumed capacity expected for each approach lane, it is estimated if the green time for 
that phase is efficiently being used or if there is any unused time. The HCM considers 
that an intersection is operating under capacity when the volume to capacity ratio is 
below 0.85. Lacking more conclusive data, a threshold value of 0.85 for the volume 
being used over the capacity available for each phase was initially chosen to determine 
if a phase will receive any additional “slack” time, potentially preventing it to become 
oversaturated. The analysis will be done every cycle following the detailed step by step 
procedure laid out next. Data collection, data analysis and parameter updates are 
addressed in the development of the control algorithm. 
4.2.1    Data collection 
Volume count data from stop bar presence detection for every approach lane on 
the study intersection is collected for each cycle. If a phase is skipped the algorithm 
recognizes the no volume scenario. A three cycle moving average of vehicular 
discharge information is tabulated and recorded. At this point, it is important to note 
that the split table can be updated every cycle, characterizing the three cycle moving 
average as a smoothing mechanism but at the same time promoting the idea of 
responsiveness. The 3 cycle moving average is also important to prevent the system 
from “chasing” extreme changes in flow that might result from faulty data. The signal 
controller will feed the algorithm with detection information with a polling frequency 
of 0.1 seconds using the data packets of dynamic objects in STMP (described in the 
next chapter).  
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4.2.2    Data analysis 
4.2.2.1 Effective green time 
The effective green time is the duration of time between the end of the start-up 
delay on a green interval and the lost time during yellow extension. For each phase, the 
effective green time will be calculated according to: 
 
g = G + Y + R – (l1 + l2) 
where: 
g = effective green time; 
G = actual green interval; 
Y = actual yellow change interval, considered to be 3 seconds in the algorithm; 
R = actual red clearance interval, considered to be 2 seconds in the algorithm; 
l1 = start-up lost time, considered to be 2 seconds in the algorithm; 
l2 = clearance lost time, considered to be 2 second in the algorithm. 
4.2.2.2 Capacity  
Capacity for a movement at signalized intersection is the rate at which vehicles 
can pass through the intersection at saturation flow rate during the effective green time. 
For each phase, capacity will be calculated according to: 
 
c = s*(g/C) 
where: 
c = capacity; 
s = saturation flow rate 
g = effective green time; 
C = cycle length. 
Saturation flow rate for a movement at a signalized intersection is the equivalent 
hourly rate at which vehicles can traverse the intersection assuming a constant green 
indication at all time and no loss time. The value of 1800 vehicles per hour per lane is 
the assumed value for the algorithm. The saturation flow rate value can be modified by 




4.2.2.3 Equivalent hourly volume 
Equivalent hourly volume for a movement is the real-time cycle by cycle 
volume data collected from detectors transformed to an hourly rate. For each phase, 
equivalent hourly volume will be calculated according to: 
 
EHV = (3600/C)*v 
where: 
EHV = equivalent hourly volume; 
C = cycle length; 
v = real-time cycle by cycle volume. 
4.2.2.4 Volume to capacity ratio (v/c) 
For any movement, the volume to capacity ratio is simply the ratio of the 
equivalent hourly volume to the capacity. For each phase, volume to capacity ratio (v/c) 
will be calculated according to: 
 
v/c = EHV/c 
where: 
v/c = volume to capacity ratio; 
EHV = equivalent hourly volume; 
c = capacity; 
4.2.2.5 Potential “slack” time calculations 
First, the control algorithm provides the flexibility for the user to define how 
much each phase can be reduced, constrained by the value of the minimum green. An 
initial value of 50% reduction was chosen, meaning that each phase can have up to half 
of its time available for redistribution in the cycle.   This feature is extremely important 
to determine how much time can be available from coordinated phases to any phase 
that needs additional green time. Care shall be taken regarding safety issues as driver 
expectancy of minimum green time and dilemma zone safety, when deciding how 
much flexibility will be given to the algorithm. 
Now, for each phase, the vehicular discharge (real-time cycle by cycle volume 
data) for the last 3 cycles is averaged and the results are rounded up. The assumed 
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saturation flow rate of 1800 vehicles per hour per lane yields headways of 2 seconds. 
Interpreting this time as the average time necessary to clear one vehicle through the 
intersection, one can estimate the total time necessary to clear the 3 cycle average of 
vehicular discharge by simple multiplication of the two variables. The potential “slack” 
time for each phase is then calculated by subtracting estimated total time necessary to 
clear the 3 cycle average of vehicular discharge from the last cycle effective green for 
the phase, if the 3 cycle average of vehicular discharge is larger than the minimum 
green. Otherwise, potential “slack” time is calculated by subtracting the phase 
minimum green from the last cycle effective green. Variation above the average is 
accounted for in the target v/c ratio of 0.85. One needs not to account for lost time in 
the calculation of total time necessary to clear the 3 cycle average of vehicular 
discharge, because lost time is already accounted for in the calculation of the effective 
green.  Now, it is necessary to check for the added flexibility given by the user 
definable parameter of how much a phase can be reduced. Therefore, if the total time 
necessary to clear the 3 cycle average of vehicular discharge is smaller than the user 
definable reduced green time for the phase, then potential “slack” time is simply the 
difference between the last cycle effective green time for the phase and the user 
definable reduced green time. Otherwise, potential “slack” time is calculated by 
subtracting the 3 cycle average of vehicular discharge from the last cycle effective 
green time. For each phase, potential “slack” time will be calculated according to:  
 
PST =g- (3600/s)*(∑v/3) 
where: 
PST = potential “slack” time;  
g = effective green time for the phase in the previous cycle; 
s = saturation flow rate; 
∑v = summation of last 3 cycles’ real-time cycle by cycle volume; 
For uniformity and ease of understanding, when mentioned, a “phase in need” is 
considered a phase that has reached the volume to capacity ratio (v/c) threshold value 
of 0.85, (as explained below). In contrast, a “helping phase” is any phase that is below 
the volume to capacity ratio (v/c) threshold value and is able to redistribute time. 
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4.2.2.6 Calculations of potential green time needed by a phase 
The same concept to calculate potential “slack” time is applied here. Therefore, 
potential green time needed by a phase is the time in excess of the last cycle effective 
green time needed to accommodate the total time necessary to clear the 3 cycle average 
of vehicular discharge. 
4.2.2.7 Monitoring volume to capacity ratio (v/c) 
Volume to capacity has been calculated for each phase. The algorithm will test 
each phase’s 3 cycle average volume to capacity ratio (v/c) against a target volume to 
capacity ratio (v/c) of 0.85.  The 0.85 value was chosen in a proactive manner, thus 
when a phase is above the threshold value, the control algorithm will trigger potential 
modifications in the split table while traffic conditions are considered undersaturated 
and under stable operation.  
Operating close to capacity can easily cause the demand during the cycle to 
exceed the green time on a given phase(s). Queues are likely to accumulate and affect 
intersection performance. The proposed algorithm is not intended to accommodate 
oversaturated conditions and significant different approaches are then necessary. 
At this stage, volume to capacity ratio (v/c) for phase pairs and for the entire 
intersection are calculated, helping to evaluate future strategies to better accommodate 
any available “slack” time.  
4.2.2.8 Time available from potential helping phases  
Considering the standard 8 phase NEMA ring and barrier structure (Figure 15), 
a table is constructed demonstrating potential phases that can help a phase that reached 
the threshold value of 0.85 set for the volume to capacity ratio (v/c) (Table 2). It is also 
determined how much time is available from each phase for help, based on a decision if 












Table 2 - Potential helping phases 
  


































4.2.2.9 Barrier analysis 
The easiest way to accommodate potential time needed by any phase is to 
allocate potential “slack” time from a helping phase inside the same barrier group. So, 
for example, if phase 1 is in need, phase 2 is the primary phase to provide help. In the 
same example, time from phase 2 may not be sufficient to accommodate the time 
needed by phase 1, therefore additional time is seek beyond the barrier group.  During 
this step, for each phase, the algorithm first verifies how much time is necessary 
beyond the barrier to accommodate the phase needs. This is done by subtracting 
available helping time from a phase on the same barrier group from total time needed 
by a phase. Secondly, for each phase, time available for help beyond the barrier is 
calculated, aggregating information provided from the time available from potential 
helping phases’ table. Lastly, the algorithm will check if time available for help beyond 
the barrier is larger than time needed by a phase and proportionally reduces it to its 
needs. 
4.2.2.10 Critical path analysis 
Critical path analysis is a simple check performed by the algorithm to determine 
which phase pair is critical on each ring in each barrier group. A phase pair with the 
largest volume to capacity ratio (v/c) is considered to be critical and will serve as a 
constraining mechanism on the decision to allocate time to the other side of the barrier. 
4.2.2.11 Time to be taken from each phase 
Taking into consideration how much time is necessary for a phase to improve its 
volume to capacity ratio (v/c) and the time that is available from each phase to be 
allocated elsewhere in the split, as well as considering the barrier analysis and the 
critical path analysis, the algorithm decides how much time will be taken from each 
phase to help the problematic phase. 
4.2.2.12 New green split calculation 
First, the algorithm will seek the first phase to meet the following criteria: be the 
highest volume to capacity ratio (v/c) above the threshold value of 0.85 among all 
phases and have potential “slack” time to receive. The table developed for the “time 
available from potential helping phases” will dictate decisions at this stage. Phases in 
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the same ring and in the same barrier group can simply exchange time between them. 
When additional time is needed, there will be the need to consider a barrier movement 
and time available will be added to the phase in need that shares the same ring. The non 
critical ring will redistribute time inherited proportionally, according to the volume to 
capacity ratios (v/c) of its phases. 
4.2.2.13 Ring and barrier check 
The cycle length will not be modified. Therefore, before deployment of 
parameter updates, ring and barrier structure is checked for consistent alignment of 
barriers and no modification of cycle length according to: 
a) ∑ Sgø1 & Sgø2 = ∑ Sgø5 & Sgø6 
b) ∑ Sgø3 & Sgø4 = ∑ Sgø7 & Sgø8 
where: 
Sg = split green; 
øi = phase i. 
4.2.2.14 Parameter updates 
After every cycle, when necessary, the algorithm will have developed a new 
split table determining how much time of the cycle needs to be allocated to each phase 
to potentially improve the current traffic condition in the intersection. The final step of 
the flow-based adaptive split signal control algorithm is to update parameters without 
disruption of coordination. To accomplish that, the algorithm needs to avoid transition.  
Transition is the process of either entering into a coordinated timing plan or 
changing between two coordinated plans. It may also be caused due to preemption or 
loss of coordination during pedestrian crossings.  To better understand transition it is 
necessary to acknowledge that the concept of coordination relies on the ability to 
synchronize multiple intersections in time. To provide this synchronization, each local 
controller clock is referenced to a master clock (unchangeable background timing 
mechanism). When the local controller clock reaches a point where it is necessary to 
change the coordination plan (e.g.: peak or off-peak traffic), the cycle, split and offset 
may be changed. When changing the cycle length or the offset, the controller shifts the 
local offset reference point by means of a transition algorithm that may either shorten 
or lengthen the cycle. The offset reference point is a defined point in the cycle that 
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creates the association needed between signalized intersections and the master clock. 
The transition period may vary from one to five cycles and may be very disruptive to 
traffic.  
With the main objective of the algorithm being to update the split table every 
cycle if necessary, the determination of the point in the cycle where to implement the 
new split in real-time is of main importance to avoid transition. Understanding of the 
offset reference point is necessary for strategically deployment of the split table without 
transition. A TS2 controller is being used and the offset reference point references the 
start of the local dial (beginning of the cycle) to the start of the first coordinated phase 
green (LEAD) [26]. In practice what this means is that at least one coordinated phase is 
assured to be timing at the beginning of the cycle. Figure 16 illustrates the offset 
reference point when both coordinated phases have the same split. Figure 17 illustrates 
the offset reference point when coordinated phases have different splits. 
For the flow-based adaptive split signal control algorithm updating the split 
table should be a trivial task without the necessity of transition because the offset 
reference point and the cycle length are not changed. The flexibility given in the 
algorithm to manipulate the coordinated phase yielded the need to validate the process. 
Preliminary tests with the system architecture in place proved to be not trivial and turn 
out to be a major problem. 
First, the beginning of the cycle (after 0 seconds) was chosen as the point to 
implement the new split in real-time. This period of time was chosen because it was 
believed to be the only part in the cycle (up to the minimum reduced green time of the 
coordinated phases chosen by the user) that would be consistent in every cycle. It did 
work for light traffic that permitted an early return to green phenomena under fixed 
force-off. When phases 1 and 5 did not gap out the minimum green for the coordinated 
phases timed at the beginning of the cycle causing disruption of coordination during the 
split update. It led to the conclusion that updating the split parameters should occur 
when both coordinated phases are in “Green Rest” or in other words, have already 
timed their minimum green. 
Even with that information available, the update process continued to disrupt 
coordination in some instances. It was later found that when updating the current splits 
with a new set of splits not every combination was accepted by the controller internal 
algorithm. Therefore, a transition process would start, causing major problems to traffic 
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and compromising the premise that the algorithm should update parameters without 
disruption of coordination.  After more than 100 hours of simulation, a library of 
occurrences was analyzed providing a common trend. In order to avoid transition the 
following condition need to be met: 
 
Max (new) - Min (new) > Max (current) - Min (current) 
where: 
Max (new) = Maximum value between the two coordinated phases of the split to be 
updated; 
Min (new) = Minimum value between the two coordinated phases of the split to be 
updated; 
Max (current) = Maximum value between the two coordinated phases of the current 
split; 
Max (current) = Minimum value between the two coordinated phases of the current 
split; 
 
If the above condition is not true, the new set of splits was treated accordingly 
and was updated at two distinct periods, during the Green Rest period of the 
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CHAPTER 5     
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
 
The proposed flow based adaptive split algorithm is compared to a full-actuated 
coordinated system and the hypothesis that control logic lost time can be reallocated 
between phases to reduce average delay in the intersection is evaluated. Average delay 
per vehicle is collected and analyzed as the appropriate measurement of effectiveness 
(MOE). Both systems run identical simulation environments. The control routine single 
steps through the traffic simulation, while controlling the signal group with the custom 
design control logic. 
All simulation runs were performed for one hour. The initial 15 minutes were 
treated and discarded as “warm-up” period. Only the last 45 minutes of simulation were 
used to evaluate the performance of the system. A minimum of 30 runs was conducted 
for each scenario utilizing different random seeds. 
One fundamental measurement of effectiveness (MOE) for evaluating the 
performance of a signal control strategy includes the average delay per vehicle. 
Analyzing the average delay experienced by a vehicle that has traversed the network is 
an indication of how long in average the vehicle has had to wait at the intersection prior 
to crossing it. It is important to notice that the loss time caused by acceleration or 
deceleration following other vehicles is part of the average delay. Performance data is 
collected from VISSIM traffic simulation utilizing “Node Evaluation”. 
The algorithm achieved the expected performance related to its ability of 
monitoring traffic flow, the capability of changing the split table in real-time and the 
ability to avoid disruption to coordination. A summary of related results is developed 
next.  
5.1    Experimental System Performance 
5.1.1    Monitoring Traffic Flow 
During the simulation, the external agent MATLAB® continuously collected 
detector status data directly from the traffic signal controller translating the binary data 
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into traffic flow information for each individual lane. Data were used to build a 3 cycle 
running average of vehicular flow. Each simulation run accounted for an average total 
number of 3.005 vehicles traversing the intersection during the analyzed 45 minutes 
period. An overall average error of -0.77% was detected when comparing the algorithm 
vehicular reading to VISSIM traffic simulator values. The majority of the missing 
readings occurred on the coordinated phases producing no impact on the results.  
5.1.2    Adaptiveness 
The algorithm was able to interpret the flow information extracted from the 
traffic signal controller and allocate any available “slack” time to the phase that 
presented the highest volume to capacity ratio (v/c) above the threshold value of 0.85. 
As an example, Figure 18 demonstrates the average vehicular flow per cycle for phase 
4 of Scenario 1 (described in 6.2.1). Figure 19 shows the average, minimum and 
maximum split values per cycle for the same situation among the 30 simulation runs. It 
is possible to verify how the split for phase 4, with an original split of 25 seconds, 
received additional time responding to the increase in vehicular flow.   

















































Figure 19 – Average, minimum and maximum split values – Phase 4 – Scenario 1 
 
 
Additional data for Scenarios 1 and 2 can be found in Appendix B and Appendix C. A 
sample of split and volume data for simulation run of Scenario 2 Seed 735 is presented 
in Appendix D. 
 
5.1.3    Robustness 
To evaluate the robustness of the control algorithm it was important to check if 
the signal controller applied transition methods during any split table updates. The 
algorithm output data regarding individual phase vehicular counts would be affected by 
the event of disruption of coordination. While transitioning the traffic signal controller 
would maintain the coordinated phases active for at least one entire cycle promoting no 
vehicular flow data for all the remaining phases, making the problem readily 
detectable. Every simulation run was analyzed and no disruption of coordination was 
found during the total 60 hours of simulation running under the algorithm control. 
The algorithm proved to be robust due to the implementation of corrections 
when a conflicting new split table was encountered. The output data were analyzed in 
search of corrections performed by the algorithm to avoid the already mentioned 
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problem of transitioning or coordination disruption. Data for Scenario 1 presented a 
total of 86 corrections out of 810 cycles during the 30 hour simulation, representing 
10.62%. Data for Scenario 2 presented a total of 118 corrections out of 810 cycles, 
representing 14.57%. Individual seeds presented up to 20% of the cycles being 
corrected. A table presenting the distribution of corrections during each individual run 
is presented in Appendix E.  
5.2    Scenario Analysis 
The main objective of the flow-based adaptive split signal control system is the 
ability of manipulating splits in favor of phases that need time to serve additional 
demand. Therefore, two different scenarios with 6 distinct 15 minutes intervals of 
traffic flow variation were constructed to evaluate the ability of the control system to 
address variations in flow.  
 
5.2.1    Scenario 1 
The objective for Scenario 1 was to determine the Measurement of 
Effectiveness (MOE) for a situation where only one approach would have traffic flow 
above the threshold v/c value of 0.85. For example, during the 900-1800 seconds 
period, the approach for phases 4 and 7 presents a v/c ratio of 0.95. For the next 15 
minutes of simulation the phase 2 and 5 approach is affected with higher demand, and 
finally during the last part of the simulation, the phase 3 and 8 approach has higher 
traffic demand. Table 3 presents the distribution of traffic volume throughout the entire 









Table 3 – Traffic volume distribution for Scenario 1 
 























































1053 216 670 167
1053 216 670 167
731 202 423 106






1 1404 0.70 983 202 625 156 0.75 1053 216 670 167
2 1404 0.95 1334 274 848 212 0.75 1053 216 670 167
3 1044 0.70 731 202 423 106 0.90 940 259 544 136








5.2.1.1    Average Delay 
 While analyzing each distinct 15 minutes interval for Scenario 1, it is important 
to have an understanding of how each phase is impacted by variations in traffic demand 
and by modifications of the split table throughout the entire cycle. Figure 20 and Figure 
21 present the average delay in seconds per vehicle for each of the eight individual 
phases. The layout of the graphs follows the NEMA ring and barrier structure.   
For the period of 900 - 1800 seconds, phases 4 and 7 are affected with higher 
demand. While average delay per vehicle for both systems tested went up during the 
period, further observation of the average delay graphs for both phases indicate that the 
flow-based adaptive split algorithm yielded lower values. The affirmative is confirmed 
in Table 4, with 13.92% lower average delay experienced in phase 7 and 4.29% lower 
average delay experienced in phase 4. Phases representing approaches 1 and 2 suffered 
an insignificant increase in delay. Phase 3 was affected by the algorithm in a negative 
way when compared to the full actuated coordinated system and its average delay 
increased by 7.27%. For now, the poor performance of phase 3 is directly related to the 
better performance of phase 4. Looking at the NEMA ring and barrier structure, phase 
3 is the first phase to be able to help (with any “slack” time) the increase in demand 
experienced by phase 4. Section 5.3 will better address the reasons behind the 
performance of phase 3.  
 
Table 4 – Average delay for Scenario 1 – 1st period 
 
Approach Phases FACS * FBASA ** % DIFF
1 49.14 49.91 1.57%
6 24.28 24.47 0.77%
5 50.29 50.63 0.69%
2 24.31 24.48 0.68%
3 47.26 50.69 7.27%
8 39.74 40.11 0.94%
7 64.01 55.10 -13.92%
4 44.61 42.69 -4.29%
37.58 37.08 -1.34%
* FACS Full-actuated coordinated system
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For the period of 1800 - 2700 seconds, phases 2 and 5 are affected with higher 
demand. Observation of the average delay graphs for both phases in conjunction with 
Table 5 indicate that the flow-based adaptive split algorithm yielded slightly lower 
values. Phase 3 experienced even higher average delays (21.37% increase) when the 
proposed algorithm was used and once again, the reasons leading to the poor 
performance of phase 3 will be discussed in Section 5.3. Nevertheless, phase 7 continue 
to benefit (19.07% decrease in average delay) from the extra-time acquired in the 
beginning of the cycle. No significant increase in the remainder of the phases was 
noticed.  
For the period of 2700 - 3600 seconds, phases 3 and 8 are affected with higher 
demand. Despite the higher demand the average delay for phase 3 was about 3.71% 
lower than the average delay experienced by phase 3 in the previous period of the 
simulation. The algorithm was able to improve the splits for phase 3 as can be noticed 
in the individual phase graphs for average, minimum and maximum split values found 
in Appendix B. Phase 7 and phase 4 ended up with higher average delays, being the 
primary phases to help phases 3 and 8, respectively. Once again, Section 5.3 will 
present a discussion on the problems evidenced during the simulation for Scenario 1.  
  
Table 5 – Average delay for Scenario 1 – 2nd period 
 
Approach Phases FACS * FBASA ** % DIFF
1 49.93 50.58 1.32%
6 27.01 26.83 -0.67%
5 51.91 50.41 -2.89%
2 27.09 26.71 -1.38%
3 48.79 59.22 21.37%
8 41.20 41.41 0.52%
7 61.18 49.52 -19.07%
4 40.78 40.61 -0.42%
38.13 37.63 -1.30%
* FACS Full-actuated coordinated system















Table 6 – Average delay for Scenario 1 – 3rd period 
 
Approach Phases FACS * FBASA ** % DIFF
1 53.07 52.12 -1.79%
6 26.73 26.25 -1.80%
5 52.68 50.08 -4.92%
2 27.00 27.19 0.68%
3 56.39 66.35 17.66%
8 41.74 42.59 2.05%
7 48.73 52.72 8.18%
4 41.29 41.69 0.96%
38.35 39.26 2.37%
* FACS Full-actuated coordinated system











5.2.2    Scenario 2 
The main objective for Scenario 2 was to determine the behavior of the 
algorithm for a situation where traffic increased above the threshold v/c value of 0.85 
for more than one approach. Due to unexpected results on Scenario 1, it was decided to 
test the setup from the last 15 minutes of Scenario 1 at the beginning of Scenario 2 
(900-1800 seconds) to verify if the reaction of phases 3 and 7 would be repeated. Table 












Table 7 – Traffic volume distribution for Scenario 2 
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5.2.2.1    Average Delay 
 As already mentioned, it is important to have an understanding of how each 
phase is impacted by variations in traffic demand and by modifications of the split table 
throughout the entire cycle while analyzing each distinct 15 minutes interval for 
Scenario 2. Figure 22 and Figure 23 present the average delay in seconds per vehicle 
for each of the eight individual phases. The layout of the graphs follows the NEMA 
ring and barrier structure.   
For the period of 900 - 1800 seconds, phases 3 and 8 are affected with higher 
demand. Observation of the average delay graph for phase 3 indicate that the flow-
based adaptive split algorithm yielded lower values as confirmed in Table 8 while 
Phase 8 did not present significant improvement. Phases representing approaches 1 and 
2 suffered an insignificant variation in delay. Phase 7 was affected by the algorithm in a 
negative way when compared to the full actuated coordinated system and its average 
delay increased by 4.13%.  The expectation that an anomaly with the behavior of 
phases 3 and 7 existed is confirmed. For now, the poor performance of phase 7 is 
directly related to the stable performance of phase 8, which split received extra time 
from phase 7 to accommodate the extra demand (see the individual phase graphs for 
average, minimum and maximum split values for phases 7 and 8 found in Appendix C). 
Section 5.3 will better address the reasons behind the irregular performance of phases 3 
and 7.  
Table 8 – Average delay for Scenario 2 – 1st period 
 
Approach Phases FACS * FBASA ** % DIFF
1 49.07 49.90 1.70%
6 23.96 24.40 1.83%
5 48.66 48.34 -0.66%
2 23.61 23.62 0.02%
3 56.07 53.23 -5.07%
8 39.89 39.69 -0.50%
7 47.40 49.36 4.13%
4 38.91 39.04 0.34%
35.78 35.93 0.41%
* FACS Full-actuated coordinated system
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Figure 23 – Average delay for Scenario 2 – Phases 3, 4, 7 and 8 
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 For the period of 1800 - 2700 seconds, phases 2 and 5, and phases 3 and 8 are 
affected with higher demand. Observation of the average delay graphs for both phases 
in conjunction with Table 9 indicate that phases 2 and 5 did not present significant 
improvement while the trend between phases 3 improving performance and phase 7 
decreasing performance continued. 
For the period of 2700 - 3600 seconds, only phases 1 and 6 are affected with 
higher demand. As can be noticed in the individual phase graphs for average, minimum 
and maximum split values found in Appendix C for respective phases, only phase 5 in 
the left side of the barrier (that includes phase 1, 2 and 6) received additional time in its 
split leading to a 8.11% lower average delay when the flow-based adaptive split 
algorithm was used, as shown in Table 10. Phases 1, 2 and 6 suffered significant 
increases in average delay for the period. Phases 3, 4, 7 and 8 exchanged extra time 
between themselves and received time from the left side of the barrier but were unable 
to stabilize the anomaly established since the 900 – 1800 seconds period of the 
simulation.  
Table 9 – Average delay for Scenario 2 – 2nd period 
 
Approach Phases FACS * FBASA ** % DIFF
1 51.26 52.27 1.97%
6 27.52 27.09 -1.56%
5 56.09 55.63 -0.81%
2 28.75 28.70 -0.19%
3 67.12 53.32 -20.56%
8 44.32 42.30 -4.57%
7 51.06 58.07 13.73%
4 39.88 42.29 6.05%
40.04 39.10 -2.34%
* FACS Full-actuated coordinated system



















Table 10 – Average delay for Scenario 2 – 3rd period 
 
Approach Phases FACS * FBASA ** % DIFF
1 53.24 57.30 7.63%
6 30.05 31.33 4.26%
5 68.05 62.54 -8.11%
2 32.43 33.13 2.16%
3 75.92 59.76 -21.28%
8 44.20 42.37 -4.15%
7 58.04 80.29 38.35%
4 45.78 46.66 1.92%
44.34 44.47 0.29%
* FACS Full-actuated coordinated system











 Scenarios 1 and 2 presented results for the average delay of individual phases 
demonstrating that the flow-based adaptive split was not able to consistently promote 
benefits to individual phases. After further analysis of the results and review of major 
functionalities of the algorithm, a discussion is presented next on the reasons that 
potentially inhibit the performance of the flow-based adaptive split algorithm.   
5.3    Addressing the Problems 
The ability of an individual phase to adapt to variation in traffic was achieved 
by the proposed algorithm, as results have shown. Unfortunately, results did not 
support the hypothesis that reallocation of control logic lost time would reduce 
intersection average delay due to problems that inhibit the overall performance. In 
order to better understand the origin of the inconsistent results it is necessary to revisit 
the functionality of the traffic signal controller as well as the functionality of the 
proposed algorithm.  
Chapter 4 described the necessity of the flow-based adaptive split signal control 
algorithm to update new split parameters without disruption of coordination. The 
procedure became non-trivial when it was detected that the traffic signal controller 
would not accept the implementation of certain combinations of current and new splits 
without transitioning. Therefore the algorithm acknowledged the fact and promoted 
corrections to non-conforming splits.  In Scenario 1 a total of 10.62% of the splits 
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suffered corrections. In Scenario 2 a total of 14.57% of the splits suffered corrections. 
Table 11 presents an example in Scenario 1 seed 1, demonstrating that the split for  
Cycle # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
18 18 33 19 30 21 30 27 22
19 22 29 19 30 23 28 27 22
20 23 33 16 28 21 35 22 22
Cycle # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
18 18 33 19 30 21 30 27 22
19 22 29 19 30 18 33 27 22
20 22 29 19 30 18 33 27 22




Table 11 – Split update correction sample 
 
cycle 19 was corrected by the algorithm. Notice that the implemented phase 5 and 
phase 6 sustained a 5 second differential from the calculated values. Even though a 
specific parameter was not establish to identify how much the corrections performed by 
the algorithm influenced the final results, it is believed that corrections do have the 
potential to inhibit the performance of the algorithm.  
During the simulation period close attention was designated to the behavior of 
the proposed Force-off method. The flow-based adaptive split signal control algorithm 
relies on stop bar detection to determine the number of vehicles utilizing each 
designated phase split. As expected, cycle by cycle variation of traffic promoted gap 
outs and force-offs. Since there is no actuated permissive period on the coordinated 
phase, only non-coordinated phases have the ability to gap out. Whenever a gap out 
occurred the following phase with demand received an additional green time. The 
algorithm utilizes the average of the previous 3 cycles’ effective green time to calculate 
the volume to capacity ratio (v/c). Since the effective green time is calculated from 
splits and did not account for the extra green time received by phases that gap out, 
higher volume to capacity ratios (v/c) were calculated. At first, this was understood as a 
problem but later the conclusion was that with stop bar detection the utilization of the 
Fixed Force-off method helped the phase recognize the necessity of additional demand. 
In contrast, the Floating Force-off was also tested during simulation and since all the 
slack time in a cycle is directed to the coordinated phases; the algorithm struggled to 
recognize additional demand. Any change in split for the Floating Force-off 
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methodology came only because the algorithm is triggered when a v/c is larger than 
0.85, what does not necessarily mean additional demand.   
That introduces the discussion on the anomaly presented in the analysis of 
results concerning phase 3 and phase 7. The coordinated phases would never gap out 
because the permissive period was not enabled. The coordinated phases are located 
before phases 3 and 7 in the NEMA ring and barrier structure. Phases 3 and 7 would 
not benefit from additional time provided by the controller functionality like phases 
positioned later in the ring (phases 4, 8, 1 and 5) would. Therefore when the flow-based 
adaptive split algorithm transferred time from phases 3 and 7 to help another phase, the 
ability to regain the time was impaired due to the lack of producing higher volume to 
capacity ratios (v/c) increasing the 3 cycle running average, as explained before.  
In addition, the principle reason for the anomaly of phase 3 and phase 7 as well 
as the lack of consistent better performance for individual phases lies on the algorithm 
functionality itself. The algorithm allocated any unused time during the cycle to the 
phase that presented volume to capacity ratio (v/c) above the 0.85 threshold value. The 
problem with that is that for any given cycle more than one phase could be above the 
threshold value of 0.85. Therefore, a phase could be in need of additional time to serve 
its demand but would not be granted the benefit because the distribution of time was 
directed only to the phase with the highest volume to capacity ratio (v/c). The end 
result of the “unfair” distribution of “slack” time was the aggravation of the average 
delay. Going back to Scenario 1, phases 4 and 7 were the first ones to experienced 
higher demand. The algorithm performed its task of allocating additional unused time 
to both phases 4 and 7 and the “struggling” phase 3 was not able to compete with 
higher volume to capacity ratios (v/c) generated by phases 2 and 5 in the following 15 
minutes of simulation. At the last 15 minutes of simulation, due to higher demand than 
other phases, phase 3 was able to produce higher volume to capacity ratios (v/c) in 
order to catch the attention of the algorithm and relatively reduce its average delay. The 




CHAPTER 6  
CONCLUSION AND REMARKS 
 
The main objective of the flow-based adaptive split signal control was to adjust 
to both changing patterns over time and more importantly, to the stochastic nature of 
traffic. Unexpected traffic conditions can potentially produce unwanted and 
unnecessary delays when traffic signal systems operate under coordinated control. 
Therefore, the proposed flow-based adaptive split signal control algorithm was 
developed to address potential control logic lost time. Any unused time during the 
cycle should be reallocated to any phase that presented volume to capacity ratio (v/c) 
above the 0.85 threshold value. With that mechanism, the restrictive control logic 
imposed by current traffic signal controllers on non-coordinated phases would be 
relaxed. More than that, unused time from coordinated phases would be available to 
any phase. 
 Implementation of the proposed algorithm proved to be a challenge due to 
necessity of not disrupting coordination. The ability to implement any calculated split 
table was restricted by the traffic signal controller logic and potentially affected results. 
At the same time the strategy of focusing any potential “slack” time in the cycle solely 
to the phase with the highest volume to capacity ratio (v/c) above the threshold value of 
0.85 led to inconsistent results.  Nonetheless, future research can potentially improve 
the flow-based adaptive split signal control algorithm. 
6.1 Recommendations for Future Research 
The innovative methodology presented in this research brings opportunities for 
future research. The ability to manipulate the controller via its udp connection produced 
encouraging results that need to be further explored. The following are some 
recommendations that can potentially enhance the presented algorithm: 
- distribution of available “slack” time among more than one phase for each cycle 
analyzed;  
- exploration of different volume to capacity ratio (v/c) thresholds to trigger the 
modification of the split table; 
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- real time calculation of saturation flow rate values; 
- utilization of actual green interval for the calculation of volume to capacity ratio 
(v/c) instead of previous cycle effective green time; 
- modification of cycle time in real-time without disruption of coordination to 
address oversaturated conditions; 
- utilization of one cycle data instead of a 3 cycle running average for the 
calculation of parameters; 
 
The application of the proposed algorithm should be expanded to a network of 
intersections for evaluation of system wide performance. It is also necessary to 
acknowledge that only one timing plan with a 100 seconds cycle was examined and 
that different initial split distribution and scenarios need to be explored. Research 
findings on avoiding disruption of coordination can also be further explored to 
address minimization of current transition problems. Finally, capability of 
collecting flow data directly from the traffic signal controller can be utilized to test 
new or existing algorithms.  
 
6.2 Conclusion 
 The flow-based adaptive split signal control was tested against a state-of-the-
practice full actuated traffic signal control operating under a coordinated timing plan. 
The algorithm was not able to consistently produce lower average delay for phases 
approaching capacity saturation. Nevertheless, the research demonstrated the ability of 
an external agent to seamlessly control the traffic signal controller utilizing udp 
communication. It also introduced novel concepts of data gathering and manipulation, 
demonstrating that real-time flow data can be retrieved from the signal controller 
detector status itself with excellent results. At last, a better understanding of how to 
avoid transition in coordination was achieved.  
 Enhancement of the proposed algorithm is encouraged and potentially beneficial 
to minimize the everyday burden experienced by authorities in maintaining acceptable 
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Dynamic Object 2 - Detectors for adjacent lane of phases 2, 4, 6 and 8 
 
Action: Clearing any existing definition 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.2 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 3  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Under creation 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.2 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 2  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Naming the dynamic object 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.1.2 – dynObjConfigOwner 
Value: Detector2  
Object Type: String 
 
Action: Selecting the object identifier 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.1.1.3.2.1 – dynObjVariable 
Value: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.1.2.4.1.2.1 
Object Type: OID 
 
Action: Validating 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.2 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 1  
Object Type: Integer 
 
 
Dynamic Object 3 – System Cycle Time 
 
Action: Clearing any existing definition 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.3 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 3  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Under creation 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.3 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 2  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Naming the dynamic object 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.1.3 – dynObjConfigOwner 
Value: SystemCycleTime 
Object Type: String 
 
Action: Selecting the object identifier 




Object Type: OID 
 
Action: Validating 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.3 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 1  
Object Type: Integer 
 
 
Dynamic Object 4 – Split for phase 1 
 
Action: Clearing any existing definition 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.4 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 3  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Under creation 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.4 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 2  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Naming the dynamic object 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.1.4 – dynObjConfigOwner 
Value: Splits 
Object Type: String 
 
Action: Selecting the object identifier 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.1.1.3.4.1 – dynObjVariable 
Value: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.1.4.9.1.3.1.1 
Object Type: OID 
 
Action: Validating 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.4 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 1  
Object Type: Integer 
 
 
Dynamic Object 5 – Split for phase 2 
 
Action: Clearing any existing definition 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.5 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 3  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Under creation 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.5 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 2  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Naming the dynamic object 
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OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.1.5 – dynObjConfigOwner 
Value: Splits 
Object Type: String 
 
Action: Selecting the object identifier 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.1.1.3.5.1 – dynObjVariable 
Value: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.1.4.9.1.3.1.2 
Object Type: OID 
 
Action: Validating 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.5 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 1  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Dynamic Object 6 – Split for phase 3 
 
Action: Clearing any existing definition 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.6 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 3  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Under creation 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.6 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 2  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Naming the dynamic object 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.1.6 – dynObjConfigOwner 
Value: Splits 
Object Type: String 
 
Action: Selecting the object identifier 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.1.1.3.6.1 – dynObjVariable 
Value: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.1.4.9.1.3.1.3 
Object Type: OID 
 
Action: Validating 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.6 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 1  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Dynamic Object 7 – Split for phase 4 
 
Action: Clearing any existing definition 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.7 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 3  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Under creation 
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OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.7 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 2  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Naming the dynamic object 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.1.7 – dynObjConfigOwner 
Value: Splits 
Object Type: String 
 
Action: Selecting the object identifier 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.1.1.3.7.1 – dynObjVariable 
Value: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.1.4.9.1.3.1.4 
Object Type: OID 
 
Action: Validating 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.7 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 1  
Object Type: Integer 
 
 
Dynamic Object 8 – Split for phase 5 
 
Action: Clearing any existing definition 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.8 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 3  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Under creation 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.8 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 2  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Naming the dynamic object 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.1.8 – dynObjConfigOwner 
Value: Splits 
Object Type: String 
 
Action: Selecting the object identifier 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.1.1.3.8.1 – dynObjVariable 
Value: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.1.4.9.1.3.1.5 
Object Type: OID 
 
Action: Validating 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.8 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 1  
Object Type: Integer 
 
 




Action: Clearing any existing definition 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.9 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 3  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Under creation 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.9 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 2  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Naming the dynamic object 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.1.9 – dynObjConfigOwner 
Value: Splits 
Object Type: String 
 
Action: Selecting the object identifier 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.1.1.3.9.1 – dynObjVariable 
Value: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.1.4.9.1.3.1.6 
Object Type: OID 
 
Action: Validating 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.9 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 1  
Object Type: Integer 
 
 
Dynamic Object 10 – Split for phase 7 
 
Action: Clearing any existing definition 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.10 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 3  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Under creation 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.10 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 2  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Naming the dynamic object 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.1.10 – dynObjConfigOwner 
Value: Splits 
Object Type: String 
 
Action: Selecting the object identifier 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.1.1.3.10.1 – dynObjVariable 
Value: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.1.4.9.1.3.1.7 





OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.10 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 1  
Object Type: Integer 
 
 
Dynamic Object 11 – Split for phase 8 
 
Action: Clearing any existing definition 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.11 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 3  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Under creation 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.11 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 2  
Object Type: Integer 
 
Action: Naming the dynamic object 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.1.11 – dynObjConfigOwner 
Value: Splits 
Object Type: String 
 
Action: Selecting the object identifier 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.1.1.3.11.1 – dynObjVariable 
Value: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.1.4.9.1.3.1.8 
Object Type: OID 
 
Action: Validating 
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.1.3.3.1.2.11 – dynObjConfigStatus 
Value: 1  







Average, minimum and maximum split values  










































Time Cycle # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Problem 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
900 9 20 35 20 25 20 35 23 22 7 3 14 4 10 6 12 8 7
1000 10 20 35 20 25 20 35 23 22 0 6 13 3 9 2 18 9 6
1100 11 20 35 20 25 20 35 23 22 0 6 9 9 10 7 7 2 9
1200 12 20 35 20 25 20 35 23 22 0 8 16 9 10 9 13 4 7
1300 13 20 35 23 22 20 35 23 22 3 0 20 9 6 4 23 5 7
1400 14 20 35 25 20 20 35 23 22 3 4 7 10 7 4 12 6 13
1500 15 20 35 25 20 20 35 22 23 8 7 13 8 6 4 16 4 7
1600 16 20 35 25 20 20 35 20 25 8 2 13 8 7 10 7 9 8
1700 17 20 35 25 20 20 35 20 25 0 5 11 10 8 1 16 7 9
1800 18 20 35 24 21 20 35 20 25 4 6 15 12 9 5 7 3 10
1900 19 20 35 25 20 20 35 20 25 3 6 18 6 6 3 15 3 10
2000 20 20 35 25 20 20 35 18 27 8 5 11 8 5 6 4 8 11
2100 21 20 35 25 20 20 35 18 27 0 6 16 4 6 3 20 6 7
2200 22 20 35 25 20 20 35 18 27 0 6 14 10 9 8 9 3 10
2300 23 20 35 24 21 20 35 18 27 4 6 12 10 8 9 9 8 10
2400 24 20 35 24 21 25 30 18 27 5 5 18 5 10 11 12 4 10
2500 25 20 35 24 21 25 30 16 29 8 6 8 7 6 10 13 6 15
2600 26 16 35 26 23 16 35 16 33 8 7 16 10 9 2 11 6 16
2700 27 16 35 26 23 16 35 17 32 7 7 19 10 5 10 4 6 9
2800 28 16 35 26 23 16 35 19 30 7 6 21 11 6 10 11 7 9
2900 29 16 35 26 23 25 26 19 30 5 8 12 8 14 8 18 8 10
3000 30 20 35 22 23 20 35 17 28 1 9 11 7 10 10 15 8 12
3100 31 23 32 22 23 20 35 17 28 1 9 17 9 6 7 15 7 7
3200 32 23 32 22 23 20 35 21 24 7 6 19 7 9 10 8 7 10
3300 33 20 35 22 23 20 35 21 24 2 9 17 9 10 9 9 9 11
3400 34 20 35 20 25 20 35 21 24 4 7 16 7 13 6 10 9 10
3500 35 20 34 20 26 19 35 22 24 7 7 11 6 9 5 10 9 11
3600 36 20 33 20 27 18 35 23 24 7 9 10 8 9 8 11 9 9
MODIFIED PHASES






















420 1 3 2
455 1 1
490 1 3 2
525 1 1
560 1 2 2
595 3 1
630 2 1








945 1 1 2
980 1 3
1015 1 2
TOTAL 12 41 33







Seed # 900-1800 1800-2700 2700-3600
1 2 3
35 1




210 1 2 4
245 1 3






490 1 3 2
525 1 1 2
560 1 1 5
595 1 4 1









945 1 1 2
980 1 1 1
1015 1 2
TOTAL 20 37 61
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